Biography ‐ Brian McIntyre IALD, MIES
Brian McIntyre is Principal and Co‐owner of FLUX Studio Ltd. which specializes in the combined
disciplines of design, engineering and art for the illumination of architecture. In 2014, McIntyre pursued
a goal of design autonomy and business ownership when he and Co‐owner Glenn Shrum agreed to fuse
textured experiences and complementary skills to deliver full service architectural lighting design and
daylight design to meet a demand in an integral design field.
Before merging with FLUX Studio, McIntyre was a Senior Designer and Project Manager for the lighting
design office of George Sexton Associates (GSA). There he primarily focused on world class art
museums including such projects as the Milwaukee Art Museum with Santiago Calatrava, The Museum
of Modern Art with Taniguchi and Associates, the Neue Galerie with Selldorf Architects, the Denver Art
Museum with Daniel Libeskind, the Anchorage Museum with David Chipperfield Architects, the Museum
of Fine Arts Boston with Foster and Partners, the Philadelphia Museum of Art ‐ Perelman Building with
Gluckman Maynor Architects, the National Gallery of Australia with PTW Architects and the Art Institute
of Chicago with wHY Architecture. In addition to museum lighting, his experience includes numerous
building types such as the Hearst Tower in NYC with Foster and Partners, The Modern restaurant in NYC
with Bentel and Bentel, the Herz Jesu Kircke in Munich, Germany with Almann Sattler Wappner and
many private residences. The full list of projects is noted within McIntyre’s résumé.
Prior to moving to Washington DC, McIntyre was an intern engineer in Chicago, Illinois concentrating on
electrical power distribution and illumination designs for commercial and multi‐unit residential projects.
Brian holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Kansas in Architectural Engineering with
an emphasis in illumination engineering and architectural design.
FLUX Studio has staff in Washington DC, Baltimore and New York City but services clients nationally.

